A unified approach to multicloud
It’s possible for traditional IT and cloud to work as one. Deloitte’s Azure Practice can
leverage HPE technology to deliver business agility and workload portability.
For global organizations, the journey to
cloud can seem fraught with complexity.
Compliance and security requirements
limit what can or should be moved to
public cloud. Network latency and other
purely technical issues arising from a
multijurisdictional footprint can dilute
efficiency gains from cloud. Yet simply
ignoring the revolutionary potential of
cloud isn’t an option either.
Through our alliance with HPE, Deloitte
has helped some of the world’s largest
organizations tackle these issues by
planning and executing unified digital
transformation strategies that build
on traditional IT resources in tandem

with private and public cloud. Our joint
offerings address key challenges in IT
transformation, in-memory computing,
SAP implementation, and more.
For organizations considering a hybrid
path to cloud, HPE has engineered
infrastructure solutions that allow rapid
scalability and portability of workloads
across Azure Stack and public cloud—
enabling you to respond to changing
security, compliance, cost, and other
realities. Deloitte’s Azure Practice amplifies
the value of HPE’s solutions by providing
end-to-end hybrid cloud capabilities
and experience, combined with
recognized leadership in human capital

transformation, regulatory compliance,
tax, risk, and business strategy.
Add it all up and Deloitte’s Azure
Practice can help you imagine, deliver,
and run unified multicloud solutions
that solve complexity, enhance security,
increase portability, and facilitate market
disruption.

Hybrid solution. Transformational outcomes.
Cloud is truly an enabler of innovation, increased agility, and growth—we’re seeing
a revolution in digital marketing, customer experience, AI, mobility, e-commerce,
microservice applications, automation, analytics, ERP, and more. Deloitte’s Azure Practice
understands how to address those opportunities even when compliance, cyber security,
and other constraints require that some data and workloads remain on premise.
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Stairway to cloud
The challenges of maintaining on-premise data, platforms, and infrastructure shouldn’t
block your ability to leverage these drivers of disruption and innovation.

Deloitte’s Azure Practice
brings business, industry, and
technology transformation
capabilities to help transform
the way you do business
tomorrow while building on
the people and technologies
you have today.

HPE has engineered solutions
to enable workload portability,
integrated system management,
single-vendor support, and a
common developer experience
across Azure Stack and
Azure’s public cloud.

Together, HPE and Deloitte’s
Azure Practice can help large
enterprises execute a stepwise
yet accelerated path to cloud—
one that leverages the best of
traditional IT and private
and public cloud, all in a
unified environment.

Accelerate hybrid IT
with HPE ProLiant for
Microsoft Azure Stack
Engineered by HPE in consultation with Microsoft, and built
on the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen9 Server, this pretested,
factory-integrated hybrid cloud solution is a complete
computing, storage, networking, and software cloud
solution. It is designed to help both enterprises and service
providers realize the best that hybrid IT has to oﬀer: the
agility, simplicity, and economics of public cloud combined
with the performance, security, and control of an
on-premise private cloud.
HPE ProLiant for Microsoft
Azure Stack offers:
• Common developer experience for Azure and Azure Stack
to simplify app development.
• Workload portability across Azure and Azure Stack.
• Integrated system management to simplify operations
(HPE OneView).
• Single-vendor support to minimize downtime.
• Multiple packaging and conﬁguration options (processors,
memory, storage, nodes).

Deloitte’s Azure Practice
Deloitte’s Azure Practice brings business, industry, and technology transformation capabilities to help
transform the way you do business tomorrow while building on the people and technology you have today.
We offer a full, end-to-end suite of cloud capabilities to help you imagine, deliver, and run your future.
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